Press News- June 2021

Alchemy Creative Inc. (the “Company”) OTC Pink: ALMY is pleased to announce that its wholly
owned subsidiary, Nanoland USA, Incorporated (NLUSA), welcomes SUPERWOMAN-JDs recipient
Dr. Ilise L Feitshans JD and ScM and DIR as a member of its technical and scientific advisory board.
Dr. Feitshans, author “GLOBAL HEALTH IMPACTS OF NANOTECHNOLOGY LAW,” has been
tremendously effective and tireless in framing the discussion around the importance of nanoparticle
safety in the workplace and environment. The May 2021 publication “Bridging international approaches
on environmental, health and safety aspects of nanotechnology,” highlights the universal challenges of the
subject matter. https://rdcu.be/clgnw “From individual needs for health to the ecosystem to the moon,
the sky is the limit for our small nanoparticles!” states Dr. Feitshans the newly installed Director of ESI
Safernano 2021.
"We are very jazzed to have Ilise join us in a more direct capacity as we broaden the Nanoland USA
vision. Realizing that nanotechnology applications are a key player in global sustainability, Dr. Feitshans
insights will prove invaluable to the Company’s future product offerings, noted Alchemy CEO D.
Spencer Riley.
About Alchemy Creative Incorporated
Alchemy Creative Inc. (ALMY OTC-Pink) is a trending microcap company traded over the counter with
a newly directed purpose of effecting merger, amalgamation, share exchange, asset acquisition, share
purchase, reorganization, or other similar business combinations with one or more businesses as a
continuum on its growth trajectory.
NanoLand U.S.A., is a wholly owned Alchemy subsidiary focused on the market of nanotechnology
development, manufacturing, and related product commercialization.
Safe Harbor Statement
This release may contain statements that are forward looking. Such statements are made based upon
current expectations that are subject to risk and uncertainty. ALMY does not undertake to update
forward-looking statements in this news release to reflect actual results of and changes in assumptions or
changes in other factors affecting such forward-looking information. The actual plans and results of the
companies could differ significantly from such forward-looking statements.
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